Ashoka Europe Fellowship Program
The co-learning and co-creation community of Ashoka's leading changemakers.

APPLY NOW!
Deadline to apply is September 30th

Co-creation Lab
Join this practical lab to build your co-creation case with social innovators and corporate intrapreneurs.

WHAT IS THE LAB’S OFFER?
The Co-creation Lab encompasses practical guided experience to learn about Ashoka’s roadmap for co-creation and apply it to your context and organizations. You will work on your own co-creation case, building the foundations and skills needed to support it, while accessing tools, experts and peers. At the end of the Lab, you will present the co-creation case you built to Ashoka’s network of social innovators and partners.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
You will join a cohort of peers (intrapreneurs and social entrepreneurs) motivated to learn and discuss about the main barriers and opportunities of co-creation between business and social innovation to build your co-creation case around the topic your organization is focusing on. The Co-creation Lab will give you the opportunity to work on the skillset needed for cross-sector co-creation with access to experts in co-creation and success cases.

MODULE TIMELINE
The Co-Creation Lab is organized in 4 modules, 3-5 pm CET, every 3 weeks!

8/10 Session 1: What is co-creation and why is it relevant? Introduction to the co-creation roadmap - start mapping your role in the system

29/10 Session 2: Making the case - partnering for co-creation and internal buy-in

19/11 Session 3: Co-creation in action - practical co-creation building and real-life cases

3/12 Session 4: Co-creation showcase - presentation of co-creation cases to Ashoka’s network

WHO SHOULD JOIN?
Ashoka Fellows and/or their team members, Ashoka Support Network (ASN) Members, Ashoka Staff, Part of an affiliated Ashoka Program or Partnership, Corporate or Institutional of Ashoka, or Corporate Leaders. Limited up to 2 people per organization.

APPLY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30th!
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/co-creation-lab